In the first part of this series of papers the author investigates the peculiarities and structure of the graphs of the Khitan Small Script. The graphs are polyvalent, and their phonetic values are based on and reflect the understanding of the Chinese phonetic system of the period. The list of graphs includes allographs and variants, further graphs with the same phonetic value but having different form(s). Some graphs have dotted and nondotted pairs. The Romanisation of the graphs is a convention by modern Chinese and European scholars. In some cases the phonetic value of a given graph is unknown, but its meaning is known; these are called logographs. Dotted forms and the numeric system are also investigated.
Introduction

1
The state-of-the-art of Khitan studies has been recently summarised by Chinggeltei (2002a, b) , Kane (2009) , Wu -Janhunen (2010) , Janhunen (2012) and others. The broad 1 This work has been carried out within the framework of the Turkological Research Group of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and the University of Szeged. I owe special thanks to Professor Juha Janhunen for his help. The paper is the first part of a longer one. This paper was posted on Academia.edu. More than seventy scholars participated in the session. I am especially indebted to the following colleagues for their remarks: A. B. Apatóczky, B. Brosig, P. Golden, I. Gruntov, A. Hölzl, V. Ponaryadov, P. Rykin, A. Vovin and V. Zaytsev. I offer my sincere thanks to the anonymous reviewers of this paper.
This type of multiple reading has been mentioned earlier by Toyoda, Aisin Gioro and Kane (32) . There can be no doubt about its existence, the question is: is this systematic or only a casual usage? We should not forget that the inventors and those who developed the KSS were not linguists. Their work was a practical one for practical purposes.
The readings of the graphs were in most cases ascertained by Chinese syllables which they used to transcribe. The correct reading of some graphs may have been helped by the fact that they are used in the same word in the same position as another graph already known. I quote such cases as G 1 /G 2 , that means graph1 and graph2 have the same phonetic value in the same word.
The Romanisation, that is, the Latin letters used in the transcription of the graphs, was first adapted to the phonetic character of the Chinese texts transcribed by KSS. That means that the accepted transcription of KSS graphs is far from reflecting a phonetic reality, not to speak of phonemes. Nevertheless, as we shall see later, the system is very useful for reconstructing the Khitan phonemic system.
At the present moment we can put aside the phonetic peculiarities of the Khitan sound system -Khitan is a dead language, though we will come back to some of its features. It is more interesting to analyse the graphemic aspect of the question. In the first period of the deciphering of the KSS, all new graphs were put in a list with ascending numbers. If a new graph came up in a new text it got a new number. It can be predicted that as the volume of the corpus grows, the number of new graphs in each new text will decrease. Until the summer of 2000, 32 substantial texts were known and a few smaller ones, as bronze mirrors, a seal, inscriptions on various objects and coins (WJ25-29, SJL,Wikipedia). At present (2015) we know of 39 major inscriptions. The total number of preserved graphs may reach 100,000. In 2010 Wu Yingzhe (Oyunchu) and Juha Janhunen published two newly found inscriptions, Nos 33 and 34. The Xiao Dilu (D, No 33) inscription is dated 1114, it was discovered in 2002 and acquired in May 2007, the Yelü Xiangwen inscription (X, No. 34) was dated 1091 and acquired in June 2007. The two inscriptions contain 78 graphs not listed before . Of these 78 graphs about 20 are identical with, or allographs of graphs in the earlier lists. That means that the two new inscriptions containing all 2700 graphs provided about 60 new items. This is a surprisingly high number, even if some of them turn out to be allographs of already known graphs.
There exist different lists, organised according to the stroke structure of KSS, such as that of Ji Ruhe and Wu Yingzhe (2009) and that of Sun Bojun, Jin Yongshi and Li Yang (2010) . The first comprises 437, the second 448 graphs.
In the List we find 65 logographs, graphs of which we know the meaning, but not the pronunciation, such as  (006) MOUNTAIN. Further there exist about 145 graphs of which we know neither the pronunciation nor their meaning. The high number of totally unknown graphs, which comprise almost 38% of the total number, is a great challenge. The bottom line is that 173 graphs remain the pronunciation of which is given in several lists. As we shall see, even the reading of some of these graphs is uncertain.
I will quote the list of WJ with a capital L: the List. On the other hand, these hundred and seventy odd graphs seem to be the most frequent ones.
On the whole we have to keep in mind that the pronunciation given by several scholars for a given graph is at the best an approximation or a hint to a possible pronunciation and closely bound to the Chinese syllables for which it was used. In other cases the Romanisation follows earlier conventions.
Kane gave a detailed description of the problems connected with the separate Khitan graphs (Kane 2009, pp. 26-30) . Aisin Gioro, in her earlier papers and in her last one (2012) where she summarises her earlier findings, offers, in a few cases, different readings.
The script reflects a syllabic structure. We find the following structures of the graphs: V, C, CV, VC, CVC, VV, CVV, logographs and graphs of which we know neither the pronunciation nor the meaning.
Some Khitan syllables are represented by one graph, others by two or more similar graphs. It is very difficult to distinguish between two graphs which are written with a small difference, due to the hand of different scribes, or simple mistakes, or small but significant differences. In a few cases the rubbing, or photograph of the rubbing, is not very legible. For practical purposes we call them allographs, as in:
In general such allographs are distinguished in the Romanisation by subscribed indexes.
In other cases the same Khitan syllabic unit is written with different graphs. In such cases the vowel of the transcription is noted with a diacritic, the form of which has no importance. We also find cases where allographs and different graphs existed for transcription of the same syllabic unit, as in:
Special attention should be paid to the so-called "dotted pairs".
Dotted and Nondotted Pairs of Graphs
Kane mentions 12 pairs of graphs in the case of which one of the pairs is dotted, the other is not dotted. According to One has the impression that in these cases (084) has to be read /ar/ or /ara/ and the name has to be read Aruun. Perhaps it can be connected with Mo arigun 122 ANDRÁS RÓNA-TAS Acta Orient. Hung. 69, 2016 ʻclean, pure, holyʼ. 8 The graph  (397) has not yet been found in word initial position.
As we see, the correct Romanisation of /  (020.084/393.131.344) is <y.r.u.ud>. Taking into account the Chinese transcriptions, the name may have been slightly palatalised, and pronounced *Yärüd.
9
Whether this clan name has anything to do with the name of the Jarud tribe in Inner Mongolia is a topic for further investigation.
The nondotted graph <š> (028)  transcribes Chinese /š/, and occurs in the Khitan word šen  (028.073) <š.ēn> 'new' (K38, 188, Sh2) <ʃen> (C107) | Mo
The pair graph has the dot above the graph <ž>  (330). It is used only for transcription of Chinese /ž/. In this case the dot is a diacritic.
In the case of <hor>  (046) and <hor>  (047) Vovin (2013:624 ← OT här, härä) , can be excluded, the initial which became in Mo h-> zero, was /p-/ in Khitan. The initial was either a guttural stop /ġ/ or a fricative /γ/. The word reminds one of Tibetan Hor ʻMongolʼ, but the connection is not clear.
Whatever the Proto Mongol origin of the Khitan word ġor/ġoru is, the dotted form marks male, and the nondotted form female members of the group of people. In this case it seems to occur with a noun.
Graph (100) <én 2 >  has an allograph (361)  and an allograph (399)  , and is mostly used as a marker of the genitive case in front vocalic words. The ordinal numbers (K143-144) quantifying feminine nouns have a suffix <én> . The ordinal numbers used with masculine nouns have among others the suffix <er>  (269), an allograph of which is (341) . The opposition <er>:<en> male:female *ere : *ene has to go back to nominal origins, and in this case *ene may have been a noun denoting a female being. We have to mention that er (341)  is also used as the suffix of the past tense in front vocalic words.
Graph (101) <deu>  has a dot. Its meaning 'younger brotherʼ would fit into the pattern:
Acta Orient. Hung. 69, 2016 dew  (101) <deu> 'younger brother ' (K104, 119, X2-20, 3-14, 8-8, 9 -2, 9-33, Sh2: dʔw) | <ia deu> 'brothers', <du> (C107) | Mo degü, Da deü, HN deü, DaE dǝu ʻyounger siblingʼ. (101) has an allograph  (072) with the meaning 'EASTʼ. If (101) and (072) are only allographs, that is, they denote the same phonetic unit, then we have to suppose dew 'eastʼ. Can we connect this word to Mo degedü ʻhigher, upper etc.ʼ the root of which is *dege? But this is going back to *degü, see degüji-ʻto be hung or suspendedʼ. However if 'eastʼ means the ʻupperʼ, ʻwestʼ should be the ʻlowerʼ. Mongolian and Chinese orientations face south; Turkic orientations face east. We have to put this into the system of the cardinal points, to which I will come back later.
Another question is that, if  (101) has a dot, does there exist a nondotted pair? Is this (453)  with a hitherto unknown pronounciation and meaning? The graph is said to be an allograph of  (129) with also no pronounciation or meaning.
One would expect a word for ʻyounger sisterʼ. In the Mo languages LM degü denotes both the male and the female younger siblings. If this is also here the case than (453)  has also the pronounciation dew and the meaning ʻyounger sisterʼ while the graph (129) may be an allograph.
Graph  (118) <qú x > is a dotted graph, while  (117) <qú> does not have a dot. Graph  (246) has the same pronunciation /qu/ and is alternatively used with (118) in the same word as in <s.iau.qu> ʻblue'. In the corpus of WJ neither (118) nor (117) occur as initial syllables. One has the impression that (117) and (118) (246) is an allograph of (118) and not of (117). lost its final -n. (427) seems to be a pleonasm, pointing to the male character of the concept. This may have importance, because the word had the original meaning ʻhu-man being, personʼ, and the female form was later formed with a diminutive, see Mo keüked ʻchildʼ, keüken ʻgirl, daughterʼ.
The graphic pairs <car>  (183) and <car>  (431) also belong to this group. The graph (431) occurs only in names, sometimes written <car.a>   (431.189) (X15-3, 1910, 38-21, 46-23, D13-8) .
The graphs <am>  (184) and <am>  (185) occur in word initial position. We find amilaga'ai  (184.261.051.122) <am.l.ha.ai> 'to give life, give birth' (X26-11) | Mo amila-and in X34-20 <am>  (185) is the first graph of the name of a mountain.
The graphs <lu>  (208) and <lu>  (209) represent the cyclical sign 'dragonʼ or ʻserpentʼ. According to Kane the form with the dot (209) "seems to be a misinterpretation" (K60). There does exist also an allograph <lu 2 >  (064).
The graphs (221) The graphs  (223) and  (224) represent both a syllable like /mu/. (224) also occurs as word initial (X32-4) in the complex <mu.u.ji 3 .en> which seems to be the genitive case of muji. muji // (224.131.152/153/337) <mu.u.ji> ʻgreat, sacred, holy > emperorʼ (X32-4), and in a unit where the last two graphs are not readable (X36-1), it is most probably the same word. Also mo muji   (133.186.224.131.152) <m.o mu.u.ji> 'the great sacred, holy' (K50). In his work on the Tabgach language, Ligeti (1970, 304) dealt with the title moti bi 莫 堤 比, which he reconstructed as *modi bi ʻchef militaire de provinceʼ and connected it with Mo muji ʻprovince, regionʼ, supposing the change -di-> -ji-, while bi occurs in many other titles as well, but its identification has not yet been made. The text of X23-4 runs: <…mu.u.ji 3 .en eu.uni…> where muji has the genitive marker. The word <eu.uni>   (067.059) has to be a title, something like ewüni. Further research is needed, to accept or to reject the idea that the Tabgach word and its LMo form muji ʻregion, provinceʼ and the Khitan word muji in the above cited texts are the same words 11 .
In the case of the graphs <pu>  (241) and  <fu> (242) Theoretically  (381) should be the female counterpart, the Empress or Queen, but it is possible that the graph  is a simple mistake.
The graphs  (344) <ud> and  (345) <ung> seem to differ only in one dot or a small dash, while for ung we find also the allographs  (346) <ung 2 >,  (106) <ung 3 > and <úng>  (357). In these cases (344) most probably has nothing to do with the graphs (346, 106).
The graphs  (370) and  (371) both have the meaning 'region', but it is not clear what the distinction between the dotted and nondotted forms is.
ANDRÁS RÓNA-TAS
Acta Orient. Hung. 69, 2016 As we can see most of the dotted pairs are used for gender differentiation, but not all. One has the impression that dotting is a relatively late feature in the history of KSS. It is in any case significant that the marked pair is the masculine.
Graphs Denoting Numerals
There exists a relatively rich literature on the numerals of Proto Mongol and Khitan 12 . I will not go here into the discussion of former research.
Remarks on the Numerals
The ordinal numbers were treated by . There is a miswriting in his table, in place of <úr> the consistent transcription is <ur> of  (236).
One  (026),  (027)
In some languages the numeral for 'one' is a newcomer 13 . This is due to different uses of the numeral in the syntax. There are different words in Khitan which seem to fill the function of the numeral ʻoneʼ.
nai  (332) <nai> 'first, head; official' (K75, 109, D4-4/6, Sh2), plural naid  (332.350) <nai.d>, gen. <nai.en> 'officials' (K101) || the function of nai may be similar to OT baš ʻhead, leader, the first oneʼ. In LMo nai has the meaning ʻfriend-shipʼ, but it may be a different word. mas , (026, 027) <mas> 'one' (K110) <mαsαi> (C107), according to Aisin Gioro (2012)  (027) has to be read am. According to Kane, in 12 See among others Laufer (1921) , Poppe (1955) , Ji Shi (1986 ), Liu Fengzhu (1988a , Toyoda Gorō (1992) , Chen Naixiong (1992), Chinggeltei (1997b) , Kara (1997 ), Toyoda Gorō (1998a , summarised by Kane (2009 ), Jacques (2010 , and most recently Janhunen (2012, pp. 12 -13) . A. Hölzl (2015) discusses the numerals in Alchuka, a newly discovered and now already extinct language, which seems to be close to Manchu and Jurchen. This language, like other ManchuTungus languages, preserved old loans from Mongolic, among others the numerals. 13 On the Indo-European words for ʻoneʼ, see Gamkrelidze -Ivanov (1995, pp. 740 -741) . Hungarian egy ʻoneʼ goes back to a demonstrative pronoun.
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Acta Orient. Hung. 69, 2016 Two (134),  (135)
The cardinal numeral for ʻtwoʼ is: jür  (162.236) <či.ur> ʻtwoʼ (K50, Sh2, (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) and passim) | Mo jirin 'two (women)ʼ, jirin sedkiltü ʻdisloyal, i.e. who has a double soulʼ, jirmüsün ʻpregnantʼ, jirim ʻeither one of the two leather straps on the left side of the saddleʼ, jitüger (<*jirtüger) 'jealousy, hate; invective used by wives of a polygamous marriage, in referring to each otherʼ, jitüger eme ʻthe other wife (term used by the other wife in polygamous marriage in reference to another), jirgugan ʻsix (twice three jir+gur, cf. also WJ 56), HN ji-'twoʼ in: jitüer ʻsecond, co-wifeʼ, jitügen ʻcompetitionʼ, the Mo base is not *ji-but *jir || There is a difference in the vocalism. The Mo word has /i/, the Khitan /ü/. As we shall see, /r/ may have been a very old suffix.
14 Three  (166),  (167) The Khitan cardinal numeral for 'three' is ġur. In the Romanisation we find <h> which denotes a back vocalic guttural, in some cases even a fricative, but here beyond any doubt it is a stop, though in the Gaoshi inscription of unknown date we find the initial  (341) K143-144 ) and has to be read d-also in the other inscriptions. As we shall see in the third part of these studies, the alternation t~d is orthographic, not phonetic. Toyoda Gorō (1998) tried to reconstruct Khitan 'sixʼ as *jirgu and ʻeightʼ as *nai, which seems to be logical, but no convincing data has appeared, as remarked by Kane (K117) . I have to add that in Khitan 'twoʼ is jür and not jir. Mongolian jirgugan ʻsixʼ is, as it was stated by many scholars (Poppe 1955, pp. 245 etc.) , two times three, jir+gur-ban, and may be a later formation. Nugteren (2011, p. 388 ) supposes for the QinghaiGansu Mongol languages here an unknown suffix ?-gUAn, but this is not necessary. In any case Khitan may have had another word for ʻsixʼ. To the numeral ʻsixʼ, see also Mo ǰigü ʻdescendant in the fifth generationʼ, i.e. the ʻsixthʼ (<*ǰirgü/ǰirgu). This may be of importance, because this form is front vocalic, while all other data for Mo ʻsixʼ are back vocalic. Chinggeltei (2002a, p. 107 ) reconstructed for Khitan *nir for ʻsixʼ while Kane (117) *nil. These are based on Manchu-Tungus *ńiŋun ʻsixʼ. The numeral ʻsixtyʼ in Mo is ǰiran, where the final part may be the old word for ʻten/teenʼ -on (cf. OT on ʻtenʼ, see Poppe 1955, p. 247) . This would suggest a word like *ǰïr for ʻsixʼ, but this was the Mongolian word for ʻtwoʼ as we have seen. The ordinal of Khitan ʻsixʼ does not help, it is  (086.341) < SIX.er>. 15 For the time being the best candidate is *nir.
The cardinal numeral ʻseven' is dalo: dalo  (171.313) < da.lo> 'seven' (K72, 115), <dol> (C107), daloer   (171.313.269) < da.lo.er> 'seventh, masculine ' (K72, 115) 
Ji Shi and Chinggeltei (cited by K36) suggested for ʻeightʼ *naim. From the point of reconstruction I do not see any reason for the final -m, because in Mo naiman the last part -man is the same petrified suffix as -b/gAn in gurban, dörben, jirgugan, dolugan, yisügen and arban, only nasalised after a nasal initial: naiman < *naiban. Mo ʻninetyʼ is nayan. All Khitan numerals lack the suffix *b/gAn. Based on these facts one would 1 2 9 Acta Orient. Hung. 69, 2016 expect for Khitan *nayi or even neyi. The masculine ordinal of 'eightʼ, 'eighth', is  (008.235.269) , that is <EIGHT.ri.er> (K143). This points to a possible form *nayirier or *neyirier. Here -r-would be the same petrified suffix as in jür, gur, dür etc. The expected form of Khitan ʻeightʼ would be then *nayir/neyir. For the time being we have to wait for new data.
Nine  (033),  (034) iši  (033) <is> 'nine, fem.' the masc. form is  (034) (K24, 109, D49-8, 51-8, X4-21, 6-8, 28.10), <is> (C107) | Mo yisün, Da ise, HN yesün < *yersün, DaE is, yis, Sh: *iši | According to HN *yersün, the *-r-is reconstructed by HN from yeren ʻninetyʼ and is preserved in one of the Baoan dialects. In another Baoan dialect the yis absent as in Da || The y-in Mo may be secondary, and originally ʻnineʼ was *isün, which may have come from an earlier **irsün, where -ün is the same suffix as -un in tabun. The Khitan graph occurs also in the Khitan clan name  (033.334) <is.g.i> which occurs in the Chinese transcription as Yishiji 己室 乙, the initial of the first word had in LMCh a glottal stop ʔit, the second word was ši, that is, the name had to be *Išigi or the like. This is in favour of the proposal of Shimunek to read iši or iš for the numeral ʻnineʼ. I would opt for iši. The <š> may be, however, secondary in the case of <isi> > <iši>. According to Janhunen (2012, p. 13 Theoretically it may also be something as the "middle", "full moon" etc., but this is unlikely, There are three graphs following each other which have neither known reading nor meaning in the List , ,  (291, 292, 293) . We see that the first graph occurs also as the upper part of the second and the third. It is possible that all three denote numerals, may be, but not sure, 21, 22, 23 or perhaps as in Old Turkic they may also denote 11, 12, 13, that is the first, the second, the third of the second decade. At least (292) has to be a numeral which may occur as the number of a day in a month.
Thirty  (211)
The Mongolic word for ʻthirtyʼ is known from the Chinese geographical work Yuan he jun xian tou zhi, compiled in 813-814, where it is the local name of a mountain 30 li away from the centre. It has been dealt with by Pelliot (1929, pp. 250-252) and by Ligeti (1970, p. 290 ). It appears in the form he zhen 纥 真 EMCh γət, LMCh xɦət and EMCh tɕin, LMCh tʂin. Pelliot suggested as possible reconstructions *γutčin, *γurčin or with assimilation *γučin. Ligeti reconstructed *guččin or gučin. I would prefer *gurčin. The final Chinese -t is reflected in this time in the Uygur and Tibetan transcriptions by -r (see Csongor 1952 Csongor , 1954 Tokio Takata 1988) . In the given case, the Chinese he is usually transcribing the second part of the tribal name Uygur as mentioned by Pelliot (1929, p. 252) . It is possible that Mongolic *gurčin goes back to an earlier *gurtin. The form of the word for ʻ30ʼ can be reconstructed in ManchuTungus as *gutin (see Laufer 1921; Miller 1975; Poppe 1979; Cincius 1975 , p. 175, Doerfer 1985 Janhunen 1993; Hölzl 2015) , while the Jurchen form is *gušin (Kane 1989, p. 364) , these forms are loans from early Mongolic. Though the Chinese data are 134 ANDRÁS RÓNA-TAS Acta Orient. Hung. 69, 2016 about hundred years older than the period the Khitans occupied their new territory in North China, it is possible that the Mongolic name is of Tuyühun origin, it gives some support to suppose that the Khitan word for ʻ30ʼ was also something like *gurčin.
The decades over thirty seem to be simple logographs: forty  (145), fifty  (155), sixty  (266),  (267)  (424), seventy  (300),  (301), eighty (449).
The word for ninety has not yet been found in the texts. It is highly probable that dotted forms for the decades will also crop up.
Hundred
The Khitan word for 'hundredʼ is: jaw  (015) <jau>, 'hundred' (K2, 37, 102, D5-4, 19-8, 38-11) Ligeti (1950 Ligeti ( -1951 .
As it has been stated by most scholars, latest by Janhunen (2012, pp. 12-13) , the Khitan and the Mongol numerical systems are genetically related. Only in the high numbers as thousand and ten thousand do we find loanwords. 
